**PERSONNEL PLACEMENT**

**POSITIONS OPEN**

**PHYSICIST**

**Nuclear Theory**

Reactor and Shield Development for Nuclear Flight

The qualified physicist we are looking for to fill this position is as much at home in major analog and digital computer operations as he is with old-fashioned paper, pencil and calculation. What is unique about it is that he makes him a creative force to be reckoned with.

Position involves the use of the most advanced techniques of mathematical physics and high-speed computer machinery in the development of the fundamental neutron and gamma ray physics technology of high performance reactors and shields of nuclear fuels. Proficiency in theoretical physics or applied mathematics or equivalent is preferred.

Experience in neutron and gamma ray physics is desired, but interest, ability and potential are considered more important.

Publication of research results in the appropriate classified or open literature is encouraged.

**Openings at Cincinnati, Ohio and Idaho Falls, Idaho**

Address replies stating salary requirements to location you prefer.

J. R. ROBEZL
L. A. MUNROZ
P. O. BOX 182
CINCINNATI, O.

I. A. MUNROZ
P. O. BOX 555
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO

**GENERAL ELECTRIC**

**OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE FOR YOUNG PHYSICIST**

In Professional Service Department of Medical Division, opportunity for scholastic and professional growth available for development as effective therapeutic agents. Familiarity with major terminal project in the atomic field desirable. Large midwestern and eastern pharmaceutical company, with ample start-up and advancement opportunities. Physicians, one or two, for department of long-established, progressive clinic and research laboratory. Available position in Cleveland, Ohio. Write to: President, GE. Lengthy experience, letters of recommendation, etc.

**DISPLAY:** Rates listed below — no charge for display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE within date of issue (Friday of every week).

**Positions wanted**

Biochemist, experienced in carbohydrate metabolism, research and teaching. Box 264, SCIENCE.

Ecologist, entomologist, M.S., 3 years experience, teaching, research, N.S.F. grants. Box 265, SCIENCE.

Ph.D. in biochemistry, experience in protein chemistry, interested in graduate teaching. Box 266, SCIENCE.

Microbiologist, Ph.D., research in taxonomy, B.S., Chemistry, Chemistry, Education. Box 267, SCIENCE.

Research assistant in agriculture, New Mexico. Box 268, SCIENCE.

Ph.D., 2 years teaching experience, University of Arkansas. Box 269, SCIENCE.

**Positions open**

**PHARMACEUTICAL EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT**

Unusual opportunity now expanding pharmaceutical company for Ph.D. in biochemistry, to be concerned with new problems for development as effective therapeutic agents. Familiarity with major terminal project in the atomic field desirable. Large midwestern and eastern pharmaceutical company, with ample start-up and advancement opportunities. Physicians, one or two, for department of long-established, progressive clinic and research laboratory. Available position in Cleveland, Ohio. Write to: President, GE. Lengthy experience, letters of recommendation, etc.

**DISPLAY:** Rates listed below — no charge for display ads, copy must reach SCIENCE within date of issue (Friday of every week).

Your sets and files of scientific journals are needed by our library and institutional customers. Please send the name of a periodical files you are willing to sell at high market prices. Write Dept. AB.S., J. S. CANNES.

**The Market Place**
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
WANTED TO PURCHASE... Sets and runs, foreign and domestic. Entire libraries and smaller collections wanted.

WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC.
125 E. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS WANTED Sets, Runs and Volumes bought at top prices. Your wants supplied from our Back Files of over 3,000,000 periodicals. Abrahams Magazine Service: N. Y. 3, N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
FLAVOR EVALUATION with Trained or Consumer Panels. Write for details.

WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P. O. BOX 2217-V • MADISON 1, WISCONSIN

TO AUTHORS seeking a publisher
Learn how we can publish, promote and distribute your book on a professional, dignified basis. All subjects considered. Reliability and scientific work a specialty. Many commissions, one a best seller. Write for booklet 90—It's free.

VANTAGE PRESS, Inc. • 120 W. 31 St., N. Y. 1
In Calif.: 6239 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28
In Wash., D. C.: 1010 Vermont Ave., N.W.

LaWall & Harrison
Sh. 5, 1921 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Food & Drug Problems
Pharmacological Bacteriological Chemical

TRUESDALE Laboratories, Inc.
Chemists-Engineers Bacteriologists
4101 No. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 65, Calif. • CA 5-4148

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
SEND FOR DETAILS ON THE NEW, ULTRA-COMPACT GME-LARDY WARBLING APPARATUS

GME 714 MARKET PLACE MADISON 3-615

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Project Consultation and Production Control Services in Biochemistry, Chemistry, Bacteriology, Toxicology—Insecticide Testing—Flavor Evaluation.

WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P. O. BOX 2217-V • MADISON 1, WISCONSIN

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
SWISS MICE TACONIC FARMS
GERMANTOWN, NEW YORK — Phone 3535

Kilogram Quantities
PURE LAURYL ALCOHOL No detectable unsaturates No Cu. No Cus. Also other high purity chemicals

APPLIED SCIENCE LABORATORIES, INC.
140 N. Barnard St., State College, Pa. • AD B-6282

ALBINO RATS
Our mass production methods insure greatest uniformity and consistency
Price list on request
DAN ROLFSMEYER CO. • Ph. 6-6149
Route 3, Syene Road, Madison, Wisconsin

GERMAN CANNERS and special equipment for micro and technical photography or for the hobbyist. Save 35% (sometimes more) through our famous "Import Your Own" system of buying. Examples:

Exakt-Schneider Xenon Autostead f/5.6 $390.00 (duty $26.50)
Bausch & Lomb Schneider Xenar f/5.6 with case $410.00 (duty $34.90)

Parcel post and insurance included. Similar savings on many other famous makes and accessories. Brand new, original factory packing, only the latest factory production. Price-lists by return mail. Specify interests and requirements. Nelson Company, 7810B Greenwood Avenue, Washington 12, D.C.

HOLTZMAN COMPANY
Our continuous efforts to maintain the superiority of the Holtzman strain of albino rats is centered on the environmental, nutritional, and breeding aspects. We submit that your published report may be more accurate if you state that the rats were procured from us. We believe they are better than those produced elsewhere.

Rte. 4, Box 205 Madison, Wis. Phone ALpine 6-5573

SPRAGUE-DAWLEY, INC.
PIONEERS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARD LABORATORY RAT

OUR PLEDGE: Our insistence on the highest possible quality will never be sacrificed to quantity.

Sprague-Dawley, Inc.
P. O. Box 2071
Madison 5, Wisconsin
Phone: Cedar 3-5318

STAINS—GURR’S—INDICATORS FREE PRICE LIST ESBE LABORATORY SUPPLIES 459 Bloor St. • W. Toronto, Canada

albino rats
* "From the hand of the veterinarian to research"

HENRY L. FOSTER, D.V.M.
President and Director
GET YOUR ADVANCE COPY
of the General Program-Directory
of the AAAS New York Meeting
by first class mail — early in December

The General Program-Directory of the 123rd Meeting of the AAAS in New York City, Dec. 26–31, 1956, will be available to anyone, at cost, within the first week in December — whether he can attend the Meeting or not. You will want the General Program-Directory for your reference shelf.

Program content
1. The two-session general symposium, "Moving Frontiers of Science," arranged by the Committee on AAAS Meetings.
2. The six sessions of the Conference on Scientific and Technical Editorial Problems.
3. Details of the anniversary celebrations of the AAAS-Gordon Research Conferences, Botanical Society of America, Freud et al.
4. Programs of the 18 AAAS sections (symposia and contributed papers).
5. Programs of the more than 80 participating societies.
6. The Special Sessions: AAAS, Academy Conference, Conference on Scientific Manpower, National Geographic Society, Phi Beta Kappa, RESA, Sigma Xi.
7. Details of the Hotel Statler — center of the Meeting — and other hotels and session sites.
8. Titles of the latest foreign and domestic scientific films to be shown in the AAAS Science Theatre.

Directory content
1. AAAS officers, staff, committees for 1956.
2. Complete roll of AAAS presidents and their fields.
3. The more than 265 affiliated organizations.
4. Historical sketch and organization of the Association; the 1955 revised Constitution and Bylaws.
6. AAAS Awards and Grants — including all past winners.
7. Membership figures by sections.
8. Section committees (Council members) in detail.
9. Local committees.
10. Future Meetings of the AAAS through 1962.
11. New and current activities of the AAAS.

Advance Registration
Advance registration has these decided advantages: 1) You avoid delay at the Registration Center upon arrival; 2) You receive the General Program-Directory in ample time to decide, unhurriedly, which events and sessions you particularly wish to attend; 3) Your name is posted in the Visible Directory as the Meeting opens.

The following coupon may be used both by advance registrants and by those who wish only the advance copy of the General Program-Directory.

— THIS IS YOUR COUPON FOR AN ADVANCE COPY OF THE GENERAL PROGRAM-DIRECTORY —

1a. □ Enclosed is $3.00 for my advance Registration Fee which brings me the Program-Directory, Convention Badge, and all privileges of the Meeting.

1b. □ Enclosed is $2.00 for only the Program-Directory. (It is understood that, if I should attend the Meeting later, the Badge — which is necessary for all privileges of the Meeting — will be secured for $1.00 more.)

(Check one)

2. FULL NAME (Dr., Miss, etc.) ................................................................. (Last) ................................................................. (First) ................................................................. (Initial)

3. ACADEMIC, PROFESSIONAL, OR BUSINESS CONNECTION .................................................................

4. OFFICE OR HOME ADDRESS ...........................................................................................................................................

(For receipt of Program-Directory)

5. YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST ...........................................................................................................................................

6. CONVENTION ADDRESS ...........................................................................................................................................

(May be added later, after arrival)

Please mail this Coupon and your check or money order for $3.00 or $2.00 to the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C.
A NEW CONCEPT IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY!

Lyophilized, single assay, reagent tubes for determination of serum TRANSAMINASE, URIC ACID and LACTIC ACID DEHYDROGENASE

ACCURATE SIMPLE LOW-PRICED

(merely add water, serum and read)

Although developed for use with a spectrophotometer, a spectrophotometer is not necessary for Transaminase or LDH Determinations. The tubes may be used as cuvettes in the new, low priced COENZOMETER (pat. pending) which measures absorption at 340 m\textmu. This instrument is currently being introduced by Macalaster Bicknell Company, 243 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass.

THE NEW, RAPID MICRO METHOD OF GLUCOSE ANALYSIS REQUIRING NO DEPROTEINIZATION or HEATING

Based on the coupled enzyme system of glucose oxidase and peroxidase, the reaction is specific for glucose.

A blood glucose can be obtained in 11 minutes using 0.1 ml. serum or plasma. A photoelectric colorimeter is the only piece of special apparatus necessary. Simply add serum to reagent and read color in 10 minutes.

With proper precautions, the method is suitable for urine glucose determinations.

SIMPLE SPECIFIC QUANTITATIVE

Write to us for complete information including coenzometer literature

WORTHINGTON BIOCHEMICAL CORP.
FREEHOLD, N. J.
feed this in...

...get this out, automatically

Analytically, the Spinco Analytrol is the heart of the Model R Paper Electrophoresis System, offering many additional advantages as a general laboratory tool.

In a matter of seconds it plots the distribution curve of material concentration derived from light transmission. At the same time, it produces an integral, saw-tooth curve from which relative concentrations can be read directly.

Model R Systems are stocked by distributors in principal cities. Or, write for details on this versatile instrument.

Spinco division
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
BELMONT 5, CALIFORNIA